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Let (M", g) (n 孟 2) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold11 with a 

positive de五nite metric tensor g. The following is well known. 

THEOREM A (T. Nagano [7]21). Let (Mn , g) (n;;:;;4) be α Riemannian 

manifold. 1f C does not vanish on (Mπ， g), there exists a metric 伽sor ダ
conformal ω g such that 

C(Mヘ σ)=1(Mペダ)

where C is the Weyl's conformal curvature tensor of (Mn, g) , and C(Mn, g) 
and 1(M"， σ) are the groups of conformal transformations and isometric 

tranザormations of (Mヘ σ)， respectively. 

From Theorem A, we can conjecture that (Mn, g) is conformally flat if 

C(Mヘ σ)手1(M"， g) ([10]). In this respect, we can consider that if (Mぺ σ)

admits a transformation with a certain property, it shall restrict some geometｭ

rical properties of (Mヘ σ). Taking the above into consideration, we shall 

study groups of homothetic transformations, conformal transformations and 
projective transformations. 

The author wishes to express here his sincere thanks to Professor 

Yoshie Katsurada and Doctor Tamao Nagai for their kindly guidences and 

encouragements. 

S 1. Homothetic transformations. 

Let C(Mn， σ)， A(Mヘ σ) ， H(Mn, g) and 1(Mn, g) be groups of conformal 
transformations, a伍ne transformations, homothetic transformations and isoｭ
metric transformations of (Mn, g) , respectively. M. S. Knebelman and K. 

Yano ([4] , [5], [13]) proved the followings. 

THEOREM B (K. Yano). 1n a conzμct Riemanniω1 manifold (Mn, g) 

1) Throughout the paper, we assume that (Mn, g) is connected. 
2) The numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of this paper. 
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(n 孟 2)、 an infinitesimal a百万ne transformation is an infinitesimal isometric 

tranザormation，

THEOREM C (M. S. Knebelman and K. Yano). In a Riemαnyzian maniｭ

fold (Mn , g) (n 孟 2) of constant curvature (αn Einstein manifold 01' a Riem仰司

nian manifold of constant scalar curvature), one of the following t叩o

conditions must be satisfied. 

1) An infinitesimal homothetic transformation is an infinitesimal iso圃

metric tranザ01'ηwtion.

2) R=O (Ric土 o 01' S=O) , 
where R , Ric and S are the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar 
curvature of (M" , g), re学ectiveか.

The generalizations of Theorem B were studied by ]. Hano [2], S. 
Ishihara and M. Obata [3] and S. Kobayashi [6], and concerning H日1"n， σ)，

the following theorem was proved. 

THEOREM D (S. Ishihara and M. Obata [3]). In a coηψlete Riemannian 

manifold (Mn , g) (n 註 2) ， one of the following tωo conditions must be satisfied. 

1) H(]VJn， σ)=I(Mヘ σ).

2) (Mn , g) ゐ locally fiat. 

1n this section, we consider the case where (Mn, g) satis五es some condiｭ

tions on the curvature tensor instead of the completeness in Theorem D. 

We denote by ITlq the length of an arbitrary tensor T with respect to g. 

The 五rst theorem is the following. 

TIIEOREM 1. If the curvature tensor R of a Riemannian manifold 

(Mヘ σ) (n~2) does not vanish on (Mn , g) , there exists a metric tensor g' 

conformal to 9 such that H(lW"， σ) is implied in I(Mn, g'). 

PROOF. 1n the same way as a proof of Theorem A , we can prove this 

theorem. Let g* be a metric tensor on Mn induced from σby fE H(Mn, g) 
and R* the curvature tensor de五ned by g*. Then, there exists a constant 

c such that g* = e-c g, and we have 

( 1 ) R* =R , IR*Iグニ e 什Rlq ・

Therefore, def�ing g' by IRlqg , we have 

f*(ダ) = f*(IRIσ)f*(σ) = g' , 

where f* denotes the dual mapping of the induced mapping ん The last 

equation shows that f is an isometric transformation of (M'ι， g'). 

COROLLARY 1. If the 品・CCl 削sor (the scalar curvatu町 the Weyl's 

conformal curvature tensor, or the Wり，1's projective curvature tensor) does 
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not vanish on a Riernannian rnanifold 日;[n， g), there exists a rnetric tensor 

g' conforrnal to σ such that H(M" , g) is inzρlied in I(Mγ). 

In connection with Theorem C, we obtain the following. 

THEOREM 2. If the length IRlg of the curvature tensor・ is bounded on 

a Riernanniωz rnωúfold (Mn， σ) (n這 2)， one of the following tωo conditions 

rnust be satisfied. 

1) H(Mn , g)=I(Mヘ σ). 

2) (Mヘ σ) ゐ locally fiat. 

Using the following lemma, we can prove this theorem. 

LEMMA 1. Let (M"， σ) (n 2;: 2) be a Riernannian rnanifold which is not 

locally fiat. If H(Mn, g)*I(M", g) , there αists a ρoint ρ。ザ (Mヘ σ) such 

that R does not vanish at 1う0 ， and for the 1りoint Po of (Mn , g), the nurnber 
of elernents of the set 

Mo = {fk(ρ。)ε Mn; ん=O， u，)

is infinite, where r= f.f.f (k-tirnes) and p=identity. 
PROOF. The 五rst haH is obvious. For the latter haH, we now assume 

that there exist two distinct numbers i and j such that 

f会(ρ。)=ji(ρ。)， i.e. , p 乞(ρ。)=ρ0 ・

Therefore, from (1), we have 

IRlg(po) = ((fj 包)*IRlg)(p

From IRIσ(ρ。)手 o and i手j， we have that c is zero. This is contradictory to 

H(M" , g)*I(Mn， σ). 

PROOF of Theorem 2. If (Mn, g) is not locally flat and H(Mヘ σ) 手

I(Mη， g)， there exists a point ρ。 of (Mヘ σ) and a negative constant c such 

that R does not vanish at Po and 

f匂 =e-Cg for a certain fE H(M'う σ) . 

On the other hand, we have 

((fk)*!R! σ) (Po) = e- 2叩Ig(po) (ん =0， 1 ， 2，…) . 

Therefore, from Lemma 1, I 問。 (Po) 手 o and c<O, we have 

hlR|σ (fk(ρり = IRlg(ρ。)Jhe M=+ ∞・

This is contradictory to the bounded田ss of IRlg. 

COIWLLARY 2. In α locally syrnrnetric Riernam仰n rnanφld (Mヘ σ)
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(n孟 2) ， one of the following two conditions must be satisfied. 

1) H(M" , g)=1(M", g). 
2) (1\1.", g) is locally fiat. 

In the same way as the proof of Theorem 2, we have the following 

theorem. 

THEOREM 3. 1f IRiclg (8, ICl a , or IPlg) is bounded on a Riemannian 

m仰ずold (M" ， σ)， one of the following two conditions must be satisfied, 
where P is the Wり，l's projective curvature tensor. 

1) H(Mヘ g)=1(M"， g). 

2) Ric= 0 (5=0 , C=O , or R=O). 

~ 2. Conformal transformations. 

In the same way as the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain the following. 

THEOREM 4. Let (JtI", g) (nミ 4) be a Riemannian manザold such that 

the length of the WeYls' conformal curva加re tensor is bounded on it. 1f 

there exists a conformal tranザormation f such that 

f*σ =ePσ and 1ρ1>ε>0 

for a certain ρositive constant ε， then , (/1.1", g) is conformally fiat. 
COROLLARY 3. 1n a comμct Riem仰nzan mωúfold (M" , g) (n 孟 4) ， ij 

there exists a conformal transformation f such that 

f*g = ePg and ρ 守と o on (M" , g) , 

then, (M", g) is conformally fiat. 

Let (λ1."， g) and (M", n (n ミ 2) be two Riemannian manifolds. A correｭ

spondence f from (M", g) to (M", g) is conformal if and only if there exists 

a function ρde五ned on (Mヘ σ) such that 

f*g=eρσ. 

Then, we have the following lemma. 

LEMMA 2. Let (Mn , g) and (M"， 長) (n ~;4) be two Riemωznzωz manゲolds.

1f there exists a conformal ωrre，学ondence f jシo叩 (M"， g) to (Mn， ク)， i. e. , 
f吋=eρg ， one of the following two conditions must be satisfied at each 

ρoint of (Mn , g). 
1) C=O , ijC=O. 

回 一一

2)ρ= -; (logl Cl g一 logIC * Ig.) ，ザ C机

where g* and C* are a metric tensor on Mη induced by f jシom rjωld the 

恥yl's conformal curvature tensor defined byJ.Y*' 
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PROOF. From g* =e-Pg , we have 

(2 ) C* = C and IC*I!i' = e-2P I Cl g ・

From (2) and f*C=C大 this lemma is obvious. 

From Lemma 2, we have the following. 

COROLLARY 4. Let (M", g) and (Mη，[J) (nミ 4) be two Riemannian maJか

folds such that the lengths of the Weyl's coゆrmal cu仰ature tensors of 

(Mヘ σ) and (M", fJ) are constant. 1f there exists a conformal corre.学ondence

f 斤om (M", g) to (M", [J), one of the following two conditions must be 

satisfied. 

1) (M", g) and (M", g) are conformally flat. 
2) f is homothetic. 

This corollary implies the result obtained by T. Adati and T. Miyazawa 

[1]. 

PROOF. Since ICI!i is constant, 

IC*I!i* = f*(ICI!i) = ICI!i = constant. 

Therefore, from Lemma 2, if C is zero at a certain point of (lvl"， σ)， (M", g) 

and (M", g) are conformally flat, otherwise， ρis constant. 

COROLLARY 5 (T. Sumitomo [12]). Let (M", g) (nミ 4) be a Riemanniωz 

manifold such that the length of the Wりl's conformal curvatature tensor 

is constant. Then , one of the following tωo conditions must be satisfied. 

1) (Mπ， g) お conformally flat. 

2) C(Mヘ σ)=I(M"， g). 

PROOF. Denoting by g* a metric tensor on M" induced by f from σ 
for jぱ(M"， σ)， since iC!g is constant, we have 

!C*IY. = f*(ICI (I) ニ I Cl a ・

Therefore , if C手0， we have thatρlS zero. 

Next , we shall consider the relation between the curvatures and the 

conformal correspondences of two Riemannian manifolds. The following 

theorem is well known. 

THEOREM E (M. Obata [9]). There is no conformal corre~ρondence beｭ

tween a co叫pact Riemanni側 manifold of ever;，ツwhere no.吟ositive scalar 

仰向ature and one of ever;，ツwhere nonnegative scalar curvature 口:cept for 

the case where both scalar curvatuγes are identically zero. 

With respect to the relations between the sectional curvatures and the 

conformal correspondence of two Riemannian manifolds, we have the followｭ

ing theorem which is similar to the above Theorem E. 
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THEOREM 5. Let (M", g) (nミ 2) be a ωゅαct Riemannian manifold of 

everywhere nonpωitive sectional curvature and (M", [j) one of everyτvhere 

nonnegative scctional curvature. If there exists a conformal corre"，ρondence 

f斤om (Mn , g) ω (Mn， g), then, (Mη， g) and (Mn， タ ) are locally flat and f is 

homothetic. 

PROOF. Let fl* ， 長* and K.* be the metric tensor, the curvature tensor 
and the sectional curvature induced by f from [j, R and K., respectively, 
where K is a sectional curvature of (Mn, g) and K one of (Mヘ長). Denoting 

by {Uj ,"', Un} the orthonormal basis of the tangent space of (Mn, g) at each 
point with respect toσand by ?り the plane expanded by Ui and U j , we 

have 

( 3 ) 
。 (R(Ui' Uj)ui , Uj) 

K(Pij) = 一一 -7=σ(R(ui ， Uj)U� uJ 
σ (Ui ， ui)g(u j , Uj)一 (σ (Ui' Uj)) 

and 

( 4 ) 
。*(R*(ui ， uj)ui , Uj) 一

K*(九)= 一一一一一 = e 2Pg(R*(ui , uj)ui , u j) , 
P(unudP(U2ラ Uj) 一 (fj*(Ui ， Uj))2 

where ρis an associated function with f. On the other hand, using local 
coordinates, we have 

( 5 ) R'門μ = R"tjk-Ò~ρ乞j+Ò}ρ付 -gijρ九 +g付ρhj ，

where ρι =åρ ， ρ九 =σltjρji and 

(6 ) ρij = PjPi-PiPj 十 hk川ij ，

and Pi is a covariant differential ope削or def�ed by g with 陀spect to ーと
ox. 

Therefore, from (3), (4) and (5), we have 

ePK.*(pij) = K(Pij)+(uíu~+u;u~)ρkl ， 

where lん =uí_� ,.' From (6), we obtain the following system of partial 
ax" 

di妊erential equations. 

(7 ) (桝+桝)一空ι十(内+Aら)ρz= 川*(九)-K(Pij) , 
蛉k蛉l 

where A~j is denoted by 

-(utUﾍ +桝){ら)一(似+桝)ρh

nd {ら} are the coe飴cients of the connectio山五ned by g. Therefore, for 
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n planes P12 , P23 , "', Pn -1." and P，山 from (7), we have 

(8 ) 
。2ρ7ι1

2(Zufui)z 十 (I; A~ ， i 1 + A~，I) ρz 
ι ::::ï . ., axkax 苦~1

ニパZ:P(Pハ 1) 十 R*(九1)} -{戸:K(Pリ '1)+K(P"I)} 

On the other hand, since (I; utuD is positive defÌnite, applying Theorem of 

E. Hopf [14] to (8), we have thatρis constant, and 1ザ and K are identiｭ

cally zero. 

COROLLARY 6. Let (Mn， σ) and (M"， ク) (n 孟 2) be two compact Riemanｭ

nzω1 m仰ifolds of constant cUT'vature. If there exists a conformal correｭ

ゆondencef between (Mn , g) α町i (M", fJ), one of the folloωing two conditions 

must be sαtisfied. 

1) The sectional curvatures of (M", g) and (Mn, g) α陀ザ the same sign. 

2) f is homothetic and (M", g) and (M", g) αre locally fiat. 

~ 3. Projective transformations. 

K. Yano and T. Nagano [15] and T. Sumitomo [12] proved the following 

theorems. 

THEO]{EM F (K. Yano and T. Nagano). Let (M", g) (n孟 3) be a locally 

syrnmetric Riemannian manifold. If (Mη ， g) admits an infinitesimal projecｭ

tive tranゆrmation X , one of the following two conditions must be satisfied. 
1) (M", g) is of constant curvature. 

2) X is an infinitesimal affine tranザòrmation.

THEOREM G (T. Sumitomo). Let (Mヘ σ) (n~2) be a Ricci symmetric 

Riemanniω1 manifold. If (M", g) admits 仰 infinitesimal ρrザéctive trans・

formation X , one of the following two conditio山 must be satisfied. 

1) (Mn , g) is 仰 Einstein mωzifold. 

2) X is an infinitesimal affine transformation. 

1n connection with Theorem F , N. S. Sinyukov [11] gave the analogous 
result in the case where there exists a projective correspondence between a 

locally symmetric Riemannian manifold and an arbitrary Riemannian maniｭ

fold, and T. Nagano [8] obtained a similar result in the case where there 

exists a projective correspondence between two complete Ricci symmetric 

Riemannian manifolds. 1n this section, we shall prove the following theorems. 

THEOREM 6. Let (Mn, g) (n出) be μ confòrmally fiat Riemannian maniｭ

fold of constant scalar cu門Jaturc ω1(1 (Mヘ g) a Riemωlnlω1 ln仰ifold such 

that the tcnsor r Ric is symmetric， 叩here f7 is a covariant dijJ�rential operator 
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τ:vith re.学ect ω (j. If there exists a pr可'ective corre.ゆondence f jトom (Mn, g) 
ω (Mn， y), one of the following two conditions must be sat白井d.

1) (Mn , g) and (Mn, g) are of constant curvature. 
2) f is an affine correspondence 

THEOREM 7. Let (1'v1n , g) αnd (Mη， fj) (n孟 2) be two Ricci symmetric 

Rie明。nnz・an manずòlds. lf there exists a prcリヤctive correspondence f jト'om

(M", g) to (M", g), one of the follo叩ing two conditions must be satisfied. 

1) (Mn , g) and (M" , g) are Einstein manifolds. 
2) f is an affine corre，学ondence.

LEMMA 3. In a conformally .flat Riemannian manifold (Mn , g) (nミ 3)，

if there exists a vec向r field 仇 on (M", g) such that 

( 9 ) やhP'~jk = 0 , 

then , (Mn , g) is of constant curvature, or ψ包 is a zero vec加r field， ωhere 

P~jk are comj>onenお of P with respect to local coordinat，白.

PROOF. From the def�ition of P and (9), we have 

(10) 州jk -ム帆j一ψjRik)

Contracting (10) by σり， we have 

(11) 仇R\ = _l__ S<Þk ・
n 

On the other hand, since (Mヘ σ) is conformally flat, 

(12) R"ijk = ___._1 二 (ðZRij-ð}Rik+ g,ijRhk- gikRh j) 
n-L 

-1S(62gej-87σ) 
(n-1) (n-2) '''~"J J 

Substituting (12) into (10) and using (11), we have 

(13) はり-<þjR付 _l__ S(仰j- <þjgik) = O. 
n 

Contracting (13) by gklψ1 and using (11), we have 

(川z)(ι-f叫 =0

Therefore，日1 n， g) is conformally flat and Einsteinian, i. e., of constant curvaｭ
ture, orψi is a zero vector f�ld. 
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PROOF of Theorem 6. Since (Mn , g) is conformally flat, from (12) and 
the Bianchi's identity, we have 

(14) 九九j-fijR此-.，~~-， (めF正SーあFiS) = O. 
J J "" 2 (n -1) '~"J" ~ '" J 

Since S is constant, from (14), we have 

(15) fi1c Rij-fijR付士 O.

When we denote by 17，長， Ric and ゙  the covariant differential operator, the 
curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the Weyl's projective curvature tensor 
induced by f from r, R., Ric and 15, respectively, it follows that 

(16) F止長ij-PjRik = 0 , 

because f7 Ric is a symmetric tensor. On the other hand, 

(17) f71 P¥jk = fiZP'~jk 十 81φ枇p'"もjk- 2やZP"ijk

-øもP"Zj"一φjP"山一φ"P"も弘、

where 仇 is a covariant vector 五eld associated with f Contracting (17) by 

oL we have 

(18) f7 h P"ijk = fi "P"乞jk+(n-2)仇P"ijk ・

From (15) and (16), we have 

(19) f7"P"ij1c = fi"P"ιijk = 0 

Substituting (19) into (18), for n ~ 3, we have (9). Therefore, from Lemma 
3, we have that (Mヘ σ) is of constant curvature, or 仇 is a zero vector f�ld 

(i. e., f is an affine correspondence). When (Mぺ σ) is of constant curvature, 
(Mn , g) is also of constant curvature. 

COJWLLARY 7. Let (Mぺ σ) (n~4) be a c'Onf'Ormally flat Riem仰nzan

manif'Old 'Of c'Onstant scalar curvature. 1f (Mn, g) admits a prザective transｭ

f'Or刀zati'On 1, then , (Mn, g) ゐ 'Of c'Onstant cur四ture， 'Or f is an ajfine transｭ

f'Ormati'On. 

LEMMA 4. Let (Mn, g) (nミ 2) be a Ri仰annian manif'Old sati，めIlng

(20) fizfikRり -fikfizRij = O. 

If there exists a vect'Or field ψi sati.めling (9), then, (Mヘ σ) is an Einstein 

manif'Old, 'Or・ Øi a zer・'0 vect'Or field. 

PROOF. From (9), we have (10) and (11). Contracting (10) by gklψzRM， 

we have 
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。kvdhRdjRhMK=-17(g止IØkØIRijRり -ØjØkRjiRik)
n-j_ 

On the other hand, from (20) and the Ricci's identity, 

(22) R"jR"付1 + RihR"jkl = 0 . 

Contracting (22) by 9吋 and substituting the result and (11) into (21), we have 

(23) gklØkψI[R包jR包j--!__sz� = O. 
¥ n I 

Therefore, it follows from (23) that 

R￠j-ish=O ， oroe=0. 
n 

PROOF of Theorem 7. In the same way as the proof of Theorem 6, 
since f7Ric and f7Ric are zero tensors, we have (9) and (20). Therefore, from 
Lemma 4, it follows that (Mヘ σ) is an Einstein manifold, or f is an a伍ne

correspondence. Similarly, we have that (M'ι， g) is an Einstein manifold when 

f is not an a旺ine correspondence. 

Addendum. Mr. T. Muramori indicated the author that we have the 

following theorem in the same way as Theorem 2. 

THEOREM 8. If WRI is bounded on (Mn, g), one of the following two 
conditions must be satisfied. 

1) H(Mn , g)=I(Mn, g). 
2) (Mn, (1) is locally symmetr・lC.

We can generalize this theorem as follows: 

LEMMA 5. Suppose that H(Mn， σ) is not equal to I(Mn， σ). If a tensor 

T satisfies that there exists a number m such that W明 TI is bounded on 

(Mπ， g) and 

戸(Jf7 k Tj) = é( kC山 Jf7 k TI 戸r all ん(長 =0，… ， m)

then , T is a zer・'0 tensor， ωhere f7m is a covariant derivative of m times, c 

is a non-zero constant and f is in H(Mn, g) such that f*g = 颪g. 

This lemma can be proved by using a method of the proof of Theorem 

2 and that W", -lTI is constant. From this lemma, we have the followings. 

THEOREM 9. If there exists α number m such that W明RI (W"'PI , or 
W"'ZI) 必 bounded on (Mn, g), one of the following two conditions must be 
satisfied, 

1) H(I\I[", g)=I(M", g). 
2) (Mヘ σ) is locally symmetric, 
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初here Zhijk =R"ijk-S(ðZgij-ð~gik)/ n(n-1). 

THEOREM 10. If there exists a number m such that JP''''CJ is bounded 

on (Mn, g), one of the following t叩o conditions must be satisfied. 

1) H(M", g)=I(Mn, g). 
2) (Mヘ σ) is conformally flat. 

THEOREM 11. lf there exists a number m such that JP'''' Ricl , or JP'蝿GI ，
is bounded on 日{n， g) , one of the folloωing t叩o conditions must be satisfied. 

1) H(Mヘ g)=I(Mn， g). 

2) (Mn, g) is an Einstein manifold of zero scalar curvature, 
where Gij=Rij-S. gij/n. 

THEOREM 12. If there exists a number m such that WmSI is bounded 

on (Mn, g), one of the following two conditions must be satisfied. 
1) H(M匁， g)=I(Mn， g). 

2) (Mn, g) ゐ of zero scalar curvature. 

Department of Mathematics. 

Hokkaido University 
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